Road Surface Conditions

The roadway is paved from the intersection at Grand Loop Road to the west side of Pelican Creek and also from the east side of Pelican Creek to Indian Pond. The causeway across Pelican Creek remains gravel.

Current and upcoming work

Current activities:
- Installation of log curb and grading in turnouts.
- First Deck Pour completed Monday June 22.
- Formwork/falsework for spans 7-9 continues.
- Rebar installation of Nelson studs for spans 7-9

Upcoming work:
- Rebar installation for spans 7-9.
- Bulkheads installed for spans 7-9.
- Continue work on the formwork/falsework for spans 4-6.
- The second deck pour is scheduled for June 26.
- Continue work at the Storm Point, Indian Pond, and Pelican Creek turnouts.

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP): The SWPPP is available for viewing at Oftedal’s project office.

Project Website: https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/projects/wy/east-entrance/
Traffic Delays

Expect short delays Monday – Sunday. A combination of flaggers, traffic signals, and a pilot car may be used to control traffic.

The Gas Station, Repair Shop, and General Store are open in Fishing Bridge Village. The Visitor Center remains closed for the season.